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Abstract— Famous social networking sites contain many 

suspicious URLs. We are using Twitter as social networking 

site. Twitter can suffer from malicious tweets containing 

suspicious URLs for spam, phishing, and malware 

distribution. In this project, we will propose 

WARNINGBIRD as real-time, a suspicious URLs detection 

system for Twitter. Because attackers have limited resources 

and thus have to reuse them again, a portion of their redirect 

chains will be shared. We focus on those shared resources to 

detect suspicious URLs. Our classifier has high accuracy 

and low false-positive and false-negative rates. We will also 

present WARNINGBIRD as a real-time system for 

classifying suspicious URLs that can be seen in the Twitter 

stream.We will be collecting a large number of tweets from 

the dummy Twitter account in public timelineand trained a 

statistical classifier with features derived from correlated 

URLs and tweet context information. We also present 

WARNINGBIRD as a real time system for classifying 

suspicious URLs in the Twitter stream.Previous Twitter 

spam detection schemes have used account features such as 

the ratio of tweets containing URLs and the account sign up 

date, or relation features in the Twitter graph. Malicious 

users can easily fabricate account features.  Extracting 

relation features from the Twitter graph is time and resource 

consuming. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Owing to the popularity of Twitter (Social network), 

malicious users often try to find a way to attack it. Most 

common forms of Web attacking including with spam, 

phishing, and malware distribution attacks, have been 

appeared on Twitter. Because tweets are short in length of 

word i.e.140 character, attackers use shortened malicious 

URLs that redirect Twitter users to external attack servers. 

Twitter is most famous social network now a day 

so users share and discuss about everything like news, jokes, 

event etc. Twitter is actually a famous social networking and 

information sharing service that allows users to exchange 

messages of fewer than 140-character, are also known as 

tweets, with their friends. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

To deal with the malicious tweets, many solutions have been 

implemented. These techniques can be categorized into 

account based on their feature [2, 6, 11, and 13] and also 

based on their relation features [10, 15].  The spam accounts 

distinguishing feature is used by account based feature .Such 

as the ratio of URLs present in tweets, the account Date of 

creation and the number of users following the particular 

user on twitter. However, malicious users can easily 

manipulate features of these accounts. The relation feature-

based schemes depend on more Distinctive features that 

malicious users cannot easily alter For example the distance 

and the connectivity in Twitter Graph. The relation features 

from the Twitter Graph is extracted, however, requires a 

sufficient amount of time, resources, because the Twitter 

graph is extremely big in size. Many suspicious URL 

detection schemes [3, 7, 8, 12, and 14] have also been 

implemented. Static Or dynamic crawlers might have been 

executed in virtual machine or Honey pots, much like 

Capture-HPC [4], are used to investigate recently observed 

URLs or can also be mentioned as newly observed. These 

URLs are classified based on these methods according to 

several Features that basically include lexical features of 

URLs, redirection of DNS information, URL and the 

landing pages content of html. Nevertheless, malicious 

servers can easily infiltrate investigation by precisely 

providing crawlers the benign pages. For example, due to 

static crawlers usually unable to handle JavaScript, Flash, 

malicious servers particularly choose them to Deliver 

malicious content only to normal browsers. Considering the 

situation where the investigators make the use of dynamic 

crawlers that almost have all The real browsers 

functionalities, with the help of concepts such as interaction 

of user or their ip address or techniques such as honey client 

detection of fingerprinting in browser they will be 

distinguished by malicious servers. The techniques to evade 

the malware detection system currently present in the web 

were discussed in the technical report provided by Google 

[9]. Malicious servers can also display some temporal 

behaviors to avoid investigation they can sometimes show 

different contents hence successfully avoiding investigation 

[12] 

The papers contribution towards this topic is well 

explained below: 

 The method presented by us is a system that detects 

suspicious url from twitter is conceptualized upon 

correlations of url redirection of chains whose 

fabrication is difficult.  The suspicious url found in 

the twitter stream can be successfully classified by 

the system in real time.  

 The new features of suspicious URLs have been 

introduced in this paper in which some are recently 

discovered and others are variations or can also be 

said as combinations of features that were discovered 

previously.  

 We have displayed some investigation contents 

regarding suspicious URLs that have been distributed 

through Twitter widely and have continued to remain 

active in the over the past several months. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

A. Methodology: 

Suspicious URLs detecting system 
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Warningbird is composed of four major 

components: 

 Data collection  

 Feature extraction 

 Training 

 Classification 

1) Data Collection: 

The data collection component has two subcomponents: the 

collection of many tweets with URLs and crawling for a 

URL of redirections. To collect many tweets with URLs and 

also their context information from the Twitter public 

timeline, this component uses mainly Twitter Streaming 

APIs. Whenever this component receives a tweet with a 

URL from Twitter, it actually executes a crawling thread 

that may follow all redirections of the URL. 

2) Feature Extraction: 

The feature extraction component has three subcomponents: 

first grouping identical domains, second finding entry point 

URLs, and third one is extracting feature vectors. This 

component actually monitors the tweet queue to check 

whether a sufficient number of tweets have been collected. 

When more than w tweets are collected, it pops w tweets 

from the prepared tweet queue. First, for all URLs in the w 

tweets, this component actually checks whether they share 

the same IP addresses. If some of the URLs share at least 

one IP address, it actually replaces their domain names with 

a list of those with which they are already grouped. This 

grouping process mainly allows the detection of suspicious 

URLs that use several domain names to bypass blacklisting. 

In Next, the component tries to find the entry point URL for 

each of the w tweets. First, it actually measures the 

frequency with which each URL appears in the w tweets. 

Then the next process is that it then discovers the most 

frequent URL in each URL redirect chain in the w tweets. 

The URLs thus discovered as become the entry points for 

their redirect chains. If two or more URLs shares the highest 

frequency in a URL chain, this component actually selects 

the URL nearest to the beginning of the chain as the entry 

point URL. Thus finally, for each entry point URL, this 

component mainly finds URL redirect chains that contain 

the entry point URL, and also extracts various features from 

these URL redirect chains and the related tweet information. 

These feature values are actually then turned into a real-

valued feature vectors. When it group domain names or find 

entry point URLs, is actually ignore white listed domains to 

reduce false-positive rates. White listed domains are not 

grouped with other domains and also are not selected as 

entry point URLs. 

 
Fig. 1: System overview 

 
Fig. 2: Redirect chains and their correlation 

3) Training: 

The training component has two subcomponents: retrieval of 

account statuses and the training classifier. Because, it 

actually uses an offline supervised lea vectors relative. To 

label the training vectors, use the Twitter account status; 

URLs from suspended accounts are considered malicious 

and URLs from active accounts are considered benign. If 

periodically update our classifier by using labelled training 

vectors. 

4) Classification: 

The classification component mainly executes our classifier 

using input feature vectors to classify suspicious URLs. 

When the classifier returns a many number of malicious 

feature vectors, this component mainly flags the 

corresponding URLs and also their tweet information as 

suspicious. Then these URLs, detected as suspicious, will be 

mainly delivered to security experts or more sophisticated 

dynamic analysis environments for the in-depth 

investigation. 

Even though the methods for the detection of 

central servers in entry point URLs in WARNINGBIRD are 

same, there seize to exist three differences between these 

two systems that are important. First, ARROW’s HTTP 

traces are redirect chains between malicious landing pages 

and malware binaries. Therefore, to detect other web attacks 

such as spams, phishing attacks ARROW cannot be applied, 

attacks which do not have such redirect chains to allow the 

malware binaries to get downloaded to the system. on 
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addition to the previously discussed concept if the malicious 

landing pages that own conditional redirection cannot be 

accessed by honey client, then HTTP traces cannot be 

obtained by ARROW. Second, the main objective of 

ARROW is to focus on how the signatures of central servers 

can be generated  that can redirect the visitors to the similar 

malware binaries, but here in  WARNINGBIRD the 

objective is to focus on how to exactly measure the level of 

suspiciousness of entry point URLs. Third, ARROW 

completely depends upon the logs of HTTP traces for the 

purpose of detecting central servers. Therefore, it fails to 

detect suspicious URLs in real time. On the contrary, 

WARNINGBIRD is a real-time system for detection of 

malicious urls. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed Suspicious URL detection system 

for Twitter called WARNINGBIRD. 

WARNINGBIRD is robust when protecting against 

conditional redirection, besides existing features some new 

features named correlation features are to be introduced. 

These features will help distinguishing malicious and benign 

URLs in a better way. This system will works in real time. 

Hence the time taken for detection will be very less.Previous 

discovered systems for suspicious URL detection are 

comparatively weak at protecting the system against 

situations such as conditional redirection servers that 

specifically distinguish the investigators from the normal 

browsers and certainly redirect them the investigators to 

benign pages to hide malicious landing pages. In this 

presented paperabout the suspicious url detection system 

that is mentioned as WARNINGBIRD, we have introduced 

a new system for suspicious URL detection in Twitter, that 

is real time WARNINGBIRD. 

But this work cannot discard or block when a page 

is detected malicious. This work can be enhanced in such a 

way that it can help identifying phishing pages successfully. 

Future scope of this project, dynamic redirection can be 

handled. Multiple redirections will be possible. Coverage 

and scalability will be more in this realtime system. 
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